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Monday 21 May 2018 – Morning
GCSE PORTUGUESE
A831/01 Listening

You will now have finished the five minutes’ reading time for this paper. The test will begin now.

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES
• During this introduction you should tell the invigilator immediately if you have any difficulty in 

hearing the recording. Once the questions have begun, the recording will not be stopped.
• Write your name, centre number and candidate number in the boxes above. Please write clearly 

and in capital letters.
• Use black ink.
• Answer all the questions.
• Read each question carefully. Make sure you know what you have to do before starting your answer.
• Write your answer to each question in the space provided. Additional paper may be used if necessary 

but you must clearly show your candidate number, centre number and question number(s).
• Do not write in the barcodes.

INFORMATION FOR CANDIDATES
• The number of marks is given in brackets [ ] at the end of each question or part question.
• The total number of marks for this paper is 50.
• Listen carefully to the instructions and follow the example for each exercise.
• There will be pauses to give you time to read the questions and to write your answers.
• You will hear all the recordings twice.
• You may write your answers at any time during the test.
• You do not have to write in full sentences and your answers will not be marked for the accuracy of 

the language.
• Dictionaries are not allowed.
• Open your booklet now.
• This document consists of 12 pages. Any blank pages are indicated.
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Answer all the questions

Exercise 1: Questions 1–5

Jorge talks about pets and family

In this exercise you will hear five short statements in Portuguese.

Look at the pictures. 

Listen and tick [3] the correct box. Tick one box for each.

Example:

Where does Jorge keep his pet?

BA C

The correct answer is B.

1 What does Jorge love doing?

BA C
 [1]

2 Who has a horse?

BA C
 [1]
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3 Where do they ride the horse?

BA C
 [1]

4 What does Jorge’s grandmother do?

BA C
 [1]

5 When does she do it?

BA C
 [1]

 [Total: 5 marks]
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Exercise 2: Questions 6–12 

Florbela talks about how she spends her pocket money and where she lives

Listen and tick [3] the seven sentences that are true.

Example: 

After receiving her pocket money, Florbela goes to a…

 A  …stationer’s 3

 B …newsagent’s 

 C …corner shop 

6 When Florbela paints she…

 A  …stands up     

 B …sits down     

 C …listens to music     [1]

7 In Florbela’s city there is…

 A  …an ice rink     

 B …an ice cream parlour   

 C …a museum      [1]

8 Florbela…

 A  …pays for the ticket with her money 

 B …asks her friend to pay for the ticket 

 C …asks her brother to pay for the ticket  [1]

9 Florbela invites…

 A  …her mother    

 B …her friends    

 C …her sister      [1]
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10 Florbela goes shopping…

 A     …during the week    

 B    …at the shopping centre   

 C    …at the weekend     [1]

11 She shops with…

 A  …her friends    

 B …her parents    

 C …her brother     [1]

12 She tends to buy…

 A  …sports’ clothes    

 B …casual clothes    

 C …trendy clothes     [1]

 [Total: 7 marks]
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Exercise 3: Questions 13–18 

A special day for Edson

Read the sentences.

Listen and complete the sentences with one word in English.

Example:

 familiesOn Christmas Day in Angola,  .....................................................................................  get together.

13 Edson ..................................... goes home. [1]

[PAUSE]

14 There is ..................................... brought by each family member. [1]

15 The meal ..................................... a long time. [1]

[PAUSE]

16 After ..................................... they go to church. [1]

17 They always wear ..................................... clothes. [1]

18 What Edson likes most is to ..................................... with his cousins. [1]

 [Total: 6 marks]
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Exercise 4: Questions 19–24

Young people talk about summer holidays

Read the sentences.

Listen and complete the sentences briefly in English.

Example:

 learns new thingsOn holiday, Adriana always  ...........................................................................................................  .

19 Adriana plays games which demand  .......................................................................................... [1]
 

20 They usually sit down to  .............................................................................................................. [1]

[PAUSE]

21 Martim visits his uncle because they both  .................................................................................. [1]

22 Martim likes the way his uncle  .................................................................................................... [1]

[PAUSE]

23 Graciete prefers  .......................................................................................................................... [1]

24 They stay in a rented house for  .................................................................................................. [1]

 [Total: 6 marks]
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Exercise 5: Questions 25–29

Henrique talks about his school 

Read the questions.

Listen to Henrique and write short answers in English.

Example:

 Eating in corridorsWhat is forbidden at Henrique’s school?  .......................................................................................  .

25 Where do pupils eat?

 ..................................................................................................................................................... [1]

26 What two things does Henrique do after eating?

 (i)  .............................................................................................................................................. [1]

 (ii)  .............................................................................................................................................. [1]

[PAUSE]

27 What does Henrique say about Maths and Chemistry?

 ..................................................................................................................................................... [1]

[PAUSE]

28 Why does Henrique stay after the Science class?

 ..................................................................................................................................................... [1]

29 What two things will Henrique do to prepare for his Spanish exam?

 (i)  .............................................................................................................................................. [1]

 (ii)  .............................................................................................................................................. [1]

 [Total: 7 marks]
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Exercise 6: Questions 30–35

What have they done recently?

Read the list and the names.

Listen and write the correct letter in the box.

A … wrote a short story

B … met someone

C … talked to a friend

D … forgot the time

E … was unable to buy something

F … sang a song

G … asked for information
  
H … spent the day in the water

J … enjoyed the meal

Example:

Adália  G

30 Deonilde  [1]

31 Telmo  [1]

32 Cristiano  [1]

33 Lídia  [1]

34 Venâncio  [1]

35 Maitê  [1]

 [Total: 6 marks]
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Exercise 7: Questions 36–39

Young people and their opinions

Listen to the conversations. For each person write both the letter of the topic they are talking about 
and the letter for their opinion.

You must choose your words from the lists below.

TOPIC OPINION

A Summer holiday

B Eating choices

C Environment
 
D Future
 
E School exchange

F Different schools

G It is easy to achieve.

H A change is welcome.
 
J The longer the better.

K Research is good.

L More campaigns are needed.

M You should be persistent.

Example:  TOPIC OPINION

  Donato   D  H

    TOPIC OPINION

36 Flávia    [2]

37 Gusmão  C   [1]

38 Natália    [2]

39 Hilário    [2]

 [Total: 7 marks]
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Exercise 8: Questions 40–45

Catarina Pedrosa talks about her life as a DJ

Read the sentences.

Listen and complete each sentence in English. Give full details.

Example:

 can make people happyCatarina wanted to become a DJ because she  .............................................................................  .

40 When she first played music she chose  ...................................................................................... [1]

41 Catarina only speaks in public when  ........................................................................................... [1]

42 Someone said that she would never  ........................................................................................... [1]

[PAUSE]

43 Catarina thinks that criticism makes you see  .............................................................................. [1]

44 An international contest would allow her  ..................................................................................... [1]

45 If necessary, Catarina will  ........................................................................................................... [1]

 [Total: 6 marks]

END OF QUESTION PAPER
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